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Abstract

Abnormal event detection has been an important issue in video surveillance applications. Due to the huge amount of surveillance data, only a small proportion could be loaded during the training. As a result, there is a high chance of incomplete normal patterns in the training data, which makes the task very challenging. Sparse representation, as one of solutions, has shown its effectiveness. The basic principle is to find a collection (a dictionary) of atoms so that each training sample can only be represented by a few atoms. However, the relationship of atoms within the dictionary is commonly neglected, which brings a high risk of false alarm rate: atoms from infrequent normal patterns are difficult to be distinguished from real anomalies. In this paper, we propose behavior-specific dictionaries (BSD) through unsupervised learning, in which atoms from the same dictionary representing one type of normal behavior in the training video. Moreover, ‘missed atoms’ that are potentially from infrequent normal features are used to refine these behavior dictionaries. To further reduce false alarms, the detection of abnormal features is not only dependent on reconstruction error from the learned dictionaries, but also on non zero distribution in coefficients. Experimental results on Anomaly Stairs dataset and UCSD Anomaly dataset show the effectiveness of our algorithm. Remarkably, our BSD algorithm can improve AUC significantly by 10% on the stricter pixel-level evaluation, compared to the best result that has been reported so far.

1 Introduction

Abnormal event detection is an important application in video surveillance, which aims to detect potential abnormal behaviors and has an important impact on daily life. A common
solution is to learn normal patterns from the training data first, and then recognize anomalies by measuring their similarities/reconstruction errors based on the learned normal model. Such normal models could rely on trajectory [13], feature distribution density [1], graph model [15] and sparse representation [1, 13, 15, 36, 38, 42], which has reported the best performance.

Sparse representation has gained a great deal of attention since being applied effectively in many image analysis applications and many theoretical achievements are obtained [1, 13, 15, 36, 38, 42]. Its success stems from the discovery of underlying properties from low-level to mid-level human vision: many neurons in the visual pathway are selective for a variety of specific stimuli, such as color, texture, orientation, scale, and even view tuned object images [31]. Existing research on sparse representation can be generally divided into two groups - sparse coding [3, 4, 10, 11, 29] and dictionary learning [7, 16, 21, 35]. Sparse coding deals with finding coefficients for a given dictionary, which requires that each signal be represented sparsely. Dictionary learning, on the other hand, aims to find suitable basis vectors that construct the dictionary. Dictionary learning is vital to abnormality detection, since the dictionary matrix is loaded and involved in anomalies detection, unfortunately, it has gained relatively less attention compared to sparse coding. In this paper, we focus on how to build an optimized dictionary to meet the needs of video abnormality detection.

A dictionary is constructed by a basis (composed of multiple basis vectors), in which each basis vector is called an atom. A concatenation of dictionaries is called a frame [39]. Supposing we could obtain a frame with all the normal patterns, i.e., each dictionary in the frame contains all the atoms needed to represent a particular behavior, we could then distinguish normal features from anomalies, since normal features could be represented by only a few atoms from the same behavior while an anomaly could not and hence be detected. The question, then, becomes: how to assemble such a frame, especially when the types of normal patterns are unknown?

It is still an open issue, in which finding atoms is crucial. There is consensus that learning atoms from visual features representing original images is a more generalized approach [12, 26], compared to using base functions. However, the question of how to find atoms that best suit particular application involves ongoing research. Learning discriminative dictionaries while achieving multiple classifiers has been on the research agenda recently [24]. Despite good classification results in object recognition and action recognition, however, they cannot be directly applied to abnormality detection. Their prerequisite of class labels in the training data hampers their applicability in video surveillance applications: it is common to have only normal videos for training in video surveillance; therefore, there is only one type of label available. Moreover, due to the huge amount of surveillance data, only a small proportion could be loaded during the learning, which means that training videos could contain incomplete normal patterns.

To meet the needs of dictionary learning in abnormality detection, we propose an algorithm to learn behavior-specific dictionaries (a frame) through unsupervised learning, in which each dictionary represents a single type of normal behavior in training videos. Such behavior-specific dictionaries are further refined with ‘missed atoms’, which refers to atoms from infrequent normal patterns. During detection, abnormal features are recognized based on their reconstruction error from the learned frame, as well as non zero distribution in their coefficients to reduce false alarms.

This paper presents two main contributions. First, we take into consideration the relation of atoms in one dictionary without prior knowledge, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been done before. Based on this notion, we propose a dictionary in which atoms in the
same dictionary are related to one type of behavior. Second, we propose an algorithm to find atoms with compact non zero coefficients (called missed atoms) in order to better distinguish between anomalies and infrequent behaviors.

2 Related Work

How to obtain good dictionaries and then form a frame? One line of work considers pre-constructed dictionaries, e.g., undecimated wavelets [14], contourlets [8], curvelets [6], the wavelet packets, or the bandelets [33]. In spite of their fast transforms, those approaches are restricted to signals or images of a certain type and cannot be used for a new and arbitrary family of signals of interest [12]. Learning the dictionary instead of using an off-the-shelf basis or a combination of bases has been shown to dramatically improve signal reconstruction. Atoms in the learned dictionaries are tuned to the input image or signals to obtain a small reconstruction error, leading to much better results in practice [25]. Later research focuses on learning discriminative sparse models instead of purely reconstructive ones, such as [23, 24].

One promising dictionary is the overcomplete dictionary, in which the number of basis vectors is greater than the dimension of the input. These basis vectors could be either from one dictionary or a concatenation of basis vectors from multiple dictionaries. To avoid ambiguity, we call the former an overcomplete dictionary, and the latter an overcomplete frame. Overcomplete dictionaries/frames are preferred because they can lead to sparser coefficients and have greater flexibility in matching structure in the data. More importantly, they have proven robust in the presence of noise [20]. K-SVD [2, 28] is a representative dictionary, which handles atoms sequentially to minimize the reconstruction error. More recent researches have attempted to improve discriminativeness of dictionaries based on K-SVD by iteratively updating dictionary atoms based on the results of a linear predictive classifier [34], or by unifying the dictionary and classifier learning process [41]. Nevertheless, the sequence generated by the K-SVD method does not promise global convergence. Bao et al. [5] proposed a $l_0$ norm dictionary learning algorithm by proximal methods, which promises a convergence to a stationary point with a sub-linear convergence rate.

Despite of the progress these dictionary algorithms have achieved, it is difficult to apply them directly on abnormal event detection, which is mainly due to the unavailability of labels - only normal videos are used as training data due to practical reasons. Recent work propose their dictionaries based on sparse representation, which are designed for abnormality detection purpose and have proven effectiveness, e.g., [7, 21]. In these two approaches, an overcomplete dictionary [7] or frame [21] as well as a sparse coefficient matrix are obtained during the learning based on visual features. A testing feature is identified as an anomaly if its reconstruction error from the dictionary is larger than a threshold. The major difference between them is how to find the atoms. In [7], the basis vectors are a subset of the visual feature pool, so other features could be sparsely and linearly represented by a few visual feature atoms. In [21], they code it directly as a set of possible combinations of basis vectors, and each combination corresponds to a set with basis vectors from multiple dictionaries. During the detection, features with large reconstruction errors are detected as anomalies. However, the relationship of atoms does not contribute to the final detection, which means an anomaly is detected on whether it can be represented by a few atoms or not, no matter how far away representing atoms are. In that case, an infrequent feature is difficult to be distinguished from real anomalies, hence has a high false alarm rate.
Figure 1: Behavior-specific dictionary learning (left) and refinement procedure (right), illustrated in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4, respectively.

3 Behavior-Specific Dictionary (BSD) Learning

Unlike most existing dictionary learning algorithms, which either learn multiple dictionaries through supervised learning, or learn multiple dictionaries neglecting relationship of atoms within each dictionary, our algorithm explores the relationship of atoms to help constructing behavior-specific dictionaries under unsupervised learning. Our algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. It contains two parts: 1) behavior-specific dictionary learning, in which atoms from the same behavior pattern are found to represent that behavior; and 2) dictionary refinement, which improves the dictionary by finding ‘missed atoms’ of each behavior.

Given a set of training features \( \{Y_i \in \mathbb{R}^p\}_{i=1}^n \), which form a feature space \( F \), we assume that there is an overcomplete dictionary that gives rise to the given training samples via sparse combinations, i.e., we assume that there is a matrix \( D \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times m} \) with \( p \ll m \), so that the training set \( Y \) could be represented by the dictionary \( D \) and its coefficient \( \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^m \). We shall hereafter assume that \( D \) is a full-rank matrix to ensure that there are solutions to this underdetermined system, i.e., its columns span the entire space \( \mathbb{R}^p \). \( \| \cdot \|_0 \) norm constraint (the number of non-zeros) is applied on the coefficients, hence the objective is an optimization solution to Eq. 1, which preserves reconstructiveness of the training data and sparsity of their coefficients. Note that all vectors in this paper are column vectors.

\[
\min \| Y - D\alpha \|_2 + \| \alpha \|_0. \tag{1}
\]

For our behavior-specific dictionaries \( D \) (a frame, \( D = [D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_i, \ldots, D_N] \), where \( N \) denotes the number of dictionaries), it should satisfy the above requirements while preserving two desirable properties: 1) for each \( D_i \) of \( d_i \)-dimension, the information of a particular behavior is preserved with atoms \( [a_{i,1}, \cdots, a_{i,j}, \cdots, a_{i,d_i}] \), \( a_{i,j} \in \mathbb{R}^p \), and for this dictionary, 2) the feature with a similar behavior pattern should be finely reconstructed using a few atoms of the dictionary. To formulate our objective, we define \( \Lambda_j \subset \{1, \cdots, m\} \) as a subset of indices indicating the index of each atom in the dictionary \( D_j \); for example, \( \Lambda_2 = \{10, 11, 12\} \) means that there are 3 atoms in the second dictionary, referring to \( 10^{th}, 11^{th} \) and \( 12^{th} \) columns of \( D \). With the help of \( \Lambda_j \), the coefficient of training sample \( Y_i \) to each dictionary could be easily denoted as \( \alpha_{\Lambda_j,i} \). Then, our problem of behavior-specific frame construction can be
formulated as Eq. 2, where $\|\alpha_{\Lambda, i}\|_0$ is an accumulated number of non zeros corresponding to the $j^{th}$ dictionary in the coefficient vector of $Y_i$.

\[
\arg\max_j \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} \|\alpha_{\Lambda, k}\|_0}{N}, j = 1, 2, \cdots, N
\]

\[
s.t. \|Y_i - D_j \alpha_{\Lambda, i}\|_2 \leq \epsilon, \|\alpha_{\Lambda, i}\|_0 \leq T, i = 1, 2, \cdots, n.
\]

Let $T$ denote the degree of sparsity in coefficients, $\epsilon$ be the reconstruction error due to the noise that exists in images, $n$ be the number of training samples, and $N$ be the number of dictionaries. By solving Eq. 2, each training feature should be reconstructed, while, at the same time, its coefficients should be as sparse as possible. Note that reconstructiveness and sparsity in Eq. 2 is different from existing algorithms: it should ideally be reconstructed only by a few atoms in its belonging dictionary, which means non zeros in coefficients only exist in this dictionary, implying there are more zeros over the frame compared to existing dictionaries. It is important to note that an even stricter constraint is put on the objective: a block-wise property in the coefficient, as well as the capability of being reconstructed with sparse coefficients, i.e., for each visual feature assigned to the dictionary $D_j$, the majority of non zeros in its coefficient $\alpha_{\Lambda, i}$ only exist in the location corresponding to the dictionary $D_j$. However, it is potentially very difficult to solve this problem. Ordinary solutions to an optimization problem with multiple parameters can not be applied in Eq. 2. The main reason is that ordinary solutions try to solve one parameter by fixing others, and then optimize these fixed parameters one by one with the learned parameter. However, the two constraints in Eq. 2 - sparsity in coefficients and block wise non zero distribution - could cause a location interaction, which complicates the problem.

Rather than optimize two interacting parameters simultaneously, we learn our dictionary based on an initial dictionary $D_{\text{init}}$, which can be any $\|\cdot\|_0$ solution of the convex optimization problem: $\|y - D\alpha\|_2 \leq \epsilon, \|\alpha\|_0 \leq T$. Therefore, sparsity and reconstructiveness are achieved in this initial dictionary. We then run a clustering algorithm on atoms in $D_{\text{init}}$ to categorize them into $N$ groups, where each group presents one possible behavior pattern and atoms within the group form a new basis. Through this, a roughly behavior-specific frame $D_{\text{basis}}$ is constructed and its refinement is illustrated in Section 4. Fig. 1 (left) shows our rough behavior-specific dictionary learning procedure. Concretely, we use the K-SVD algorithm [2] to generate a initial dictionary due to its simplicity and effectiveness. We then treat each atom in $D_{\text{init}}$ as a sample and apply spectral clustering [30] to segment them into $N$ groups. Next, atoms in each group are reordered based on their reconstruction error to represent a basis for a dictionary $D_j$. Finally, a frame $D_{\text{basis}}$ is formed by concatenating $N$ dictionaries: $D_{\text{basis}} = [D_1, D_2, \cdots, D_N]$. Note that each dictionary $D_i$ is not necessarily overcomplete, but the combination of dictionaries should be overcomplete, i.e., $p \ll \sum_i d_i$.

4 Dictionary Refinement

The sparse coding via the frame $D_{\text{basis}}$ cannot guarantee a block wise non zero distribution; therefore, we search for atoms from infrequent visual information, and supplement them as ‘missed atoms’ to better express the behavior, and meanwhile to achieve this block wise property. We first transfer atoms in $D_{\text{basis}}$ into its original feature space, because the atoms
that stem from visual features are more interpretable and have proven effective (see [7] for details). Each feature $y$ can be assigned to a dictionary $D_j$ by calculating Eq. 3, and features that belong to the same dictionary are regarded as a new basis. In this way, a new frame is formed and is denoted as $D_{\text{feature}}$. To keep the same size dictionaries in two frames, we reorder features in each dictionary in descending order by their reconstruction error, and only choose first $d_i$ features as basis vectors. Then coefficients based on $D_{\text{feature}}$ can be obtained by using sparse coding algorithms, such as OMP algorithm [32]. In this setting, we seek optimal behavior-specific dictionaries.

$$\arg\min_j R_j, j = 1, \cdots, N$$

$$R_j = \|y - D_j \alpha_j\|_2.$$  (3)

Note that atoms in $D_{\text{feature}}$ are selected if they satisfy a small reconstruction error as well as sparsity (see Eq. 2). The constraint of this sparsity only ensures that there is a small number of non zeros in the coefficients, but has nothing to do with their location. For this reason, we search for coefficients that already have a block wise sparsity - and then treat them as ‘missed atoms’ to the existing dictionary. We call them ‘missed atoms’ because these atoms have a high response with some atoms in the same dictionary but also have a large reconstruction error. This implies that some atoms in the current dictionary are missing, which could be infrequent visual information and difficult to track. Therefore, we introduce these atoms and add this missing information. Let $x$ denote the coefficient vector of the sample $Y_i$, i.e $x = \alpha_{*,i}, i \in \{1, 2, \cdots, n\}, x \in \mathbb{R}^m$, $g_i$ indicates the closest dictionary to the sample, and $\Lambda_{gi}$ the index of the basis in $D_{\text{feature}}$ for the $g_i^{th}$ dictionary. For example, given $g_{10} = 1$ and $\Lambda_{g_{10}} = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$, we could easily figure out that the training sample $Y_{10}$ belongs to dictionary $D_1$, and the first 4 columns in the concatenated matrix $D_{\text{feature}}$ are its atoms. Define $\{\text{supp}(x) | \text{supp}(x) = k : x_i \neq 0\}$ as the support of $x$. The number of concentrated coefficients is more interesting than the cardinality of coefficients; therefore, we use $|\text{supp}_i(x)|$ to denote the the number of non zeros of $x$ corresponding to the $i^{th}$ dictionary. We call a coefficient a compact coefficient if it satisfies:

$$\frac{|\text{supp}_{\Lambda_{gi}}(x)|}{N} > th,$$  (4)

where $th$ is a threshold to control the degree of non zero concentration, $N$ is the number of dictionaries, and $\Lambda_{gi}$ is the coefficient entries corresponding to the closest dictionary $D_{gi}$ of the training sample. A compact coefficient implies that the majority of non zeros concentrates on one dictionary $D_{gi}$. We treat a sample as a ‘missed atom’ if its coefficient is compact and its reconstruction error based on $D_{gi}$ is the smallest among other dictionaries. This procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 1 with more details.

Finally, we detect abnormal features based on their reconstruction error $R$ from the learned frame. In contrast to Lu13 [13] and Sparse [3], we only return the reconstruction error corresponding to the dictionary where the non zeros in its coefficient concentrate - if no concentration is found, the reconstruction error over all dictionaries is returned. See E.q. 5, $R_i$ refers to reconstruction error of the test sample $y_i$.

$$R_i = \begin{cases} \|D_{*,\Lambda_{gi}} \cdot \alpha_{\Lambda_{gi},i} - y_i\|_2^2, & \text{if E.q. 4 is satisfied,} \\ \|D \cdot \alpha_{*,i} - y_i\|_2^2, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$  (5)
Algorithm 1 Behavior-Specific Dictionary Refinement

\textbf{Input: } \( y \in \mathbb{R}^p, N, m, n, D_{\text{init}} \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times m}(D_{\text{init}} = [D_1, \ldots, D_N]), \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}, D_{\text{basis}} \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times m} \)

\textbf{Transfer basis vectors into feature space}

\begin{itemize}
  \item for each \( y_i \), find its dictionary index \( g_i \)
  \item \textbf{for} \( i = 1 : N \)
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Find indices of samples in dictionary \( D_i; \Lambda_i \)
      \item Calculate \( R = \| Y_{\Lambda_i} - D_{\text{init}} \alpha \|_2 \)
      \item Order \( R \) descendingly
      \item Find first \( d_i \) features as a basis of \( D_i \)
    \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{end for}
\end{itemize}

\( D_{\text{feature}} \) is represented as: \([D'_1, \ldots, D'_N]\)

\textbf{Updating } \( D_{\text{feature}} \) \textbf{with new features}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Find features \( y' \) with compact coefficients
  \item Add \( y' \) as missed atoms
\end{itemize}

\( D_{\text{missedAtoms}} \) is represented as:

\begin{bmatrix}
  D'_1, D'_{\text{missedAtoms}1}, \ldots, D'_N, D'_{\text{missedAtoms}N}
\end{bmatrix}

\textbf{Output: } \( D_{\text{feature}}, D_{\text{missedAtoms}} \)

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets and Settings

We carry out experiments on two datasets: UCSD Ped1 dataset \cite{22} and Anomaly Stairs dataset. UCSD Ped1 is a frequently used public dataset on abnormal event detection. It includes clips of groups of people walking towards and away from the camera with some amount of perspective distortion. Abnormal behaviors in testing videos are either non-pedestrian entities in the walkways or anomalous pedestrian motion patterns. However, there are not many obvious patterns in the training data; therefore, it is difficult to estimate the effectiveness of algorithms on real surveillance applications, in which the training data could only be a very small proportion of the surveillance data and patterns are incomplete. For this reason, we build a RGB dataset: Anomaly Stairs dataset at the stairs case. There are 9 types of normal behaviors performed by 12 persons, which are further divided into four groups. Each group contains 3 actors/actresses, performing normal and abnormal behaviors with different postures. Normal behaviors include: single person (groups of persons) walking and running upstairs and downstairs and one person going upstairs while another person is going downstairs. Abnormal behaviors include slipping or falling. See representative normal and abnormal images in Fig. 2.

We divide frames in UCSD Ped1 into 23 × 15 patches, and use 5 consecutive frames to form spatial-temporal cubes. We then compute 3D gradient features on these cubes, following the setting in \cite{21, 22}. One thing to mention is that they resize the image into three resolutions and detect features in three layers. In order to speed up online extraction and detection and better meets the needs of real surveillance applications, we simplified the feature with only one layer. Feature dimension is reduced to 100 using PCA from initial 500. For the Anomaly Stairs dataset, we resize frames to 480 × 219 and extract 3D gradient features of cubes on each 48 × 21 patch.
5.2 Dictionary Validation

We first evaluate our BSD algorithm in terms of non zero concentration for normal features and non zero spreading over for abnormal features in coefficients. We then compare the performance of different dictionaries when varying the size of the training data.

First, we randomly select one normal frame and one abnormal frame from the UCSD Ped1 dataset, pick 25 features in each frame, and use the OMP algorithm \cite{OMP} to generate their coefficients according to our three behavior-specific dictionaries - $D_{basis}$, $D_{feature}$ and $D_{missedAtoms}$ - and compare these with coefficients based on Lu13 \cite{Lu13}, which is also a combination of dictionaries. For each feature, we accumulate non zeros corresponding to each dictionary in its coefficient, and normalize the accumulated number to $[0, 1]$, which is used to draw a gray image. A white dot implies that there are non zeros in this dictionary, and the whiter the pixel in the image is, the more non zeros in the coefficient. Observing Fig. 3, the y-axis refers to dictionary id (20 dictionaries in total), and the x-axis refers to the feature id. A point $(x_i, y_j)$ refers to the normalized number of non zeros in the coefficient of $x_i$ to the $j^{th}$ dictionary. For our three BSD frames, normal features tend to have concentrated non zero coefficients, and abnormal features tend to spread out over dictionaries. For the normal coefficients, we can see that there are some non zeros spreading out in $D_{basis}$, $D_{feature}$, which are then improved by introducing missed atoms in $D_{missedAtoms}$. This property is mainly attributed to the missed atoms. Despite of their relatively large reconstruction errors, their high response in some representative atoms also implies that they could be from infrequent normal patterns. By adding them as new atoms, normal features that could be linearly represented by these representative atoms could also be represented by the newly added atoms and, as a result, more non zeros will appear in this dictionary. Due to the sparsity constraint, fewer non zeros will show in the remaining dictionaries. Atoms in Lu13 \cite{Lu13} are not related; therefore, non zeros spread out in both normal and abnormal features.

Next, we compare our BSD algorithm with two dictionaries when varying the size of the training set on the Anomaly Stairs Dataset: Bao14 \cite{Bao14} and Lu13 \cite{Lu13}. They are selected because of their proven effectiveness either in abnormal event detection or in a general sense. We vary the training set by tuning two factors: patterns and samples. Each group contains normal patterns performed by 3 actors/actresses; therefore, the pattern can be controlled by varying the number of groups, and for each group, samples can be varied by changing its size. To evaluate, we apply an event-level evaluation, i.e., an anomaly testing video is reported if an accumulated anomaly score in consecutive frames is larger than a predefined threshold. Results are shown in Tab. 1. Taking the first row for example, only 1% of the nor-
Figure 3: Non zero distribution in coefficients of features from normal and abnormal frames. From left to right: Lu13 [21] and our three frames: $D_{basis}$, $D_{feature}$ and $D_{missedAtoms}$. Accumulated non zeros in each dictionary are normalized in [0,1]; therefore, the whiter, the more non zeros.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern and training size</th>
<th># Correctly detected abnormal videos (TP)</th>
<th># False alarms (FA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One group (1%)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One group (10%)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two groups (1%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two groups (10%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three groups (1%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three groups (10%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TP / FA</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TPR / FPR</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results on Anomaly Stairs dataset by varying the size of the training data.

Abnormal Event Detection

We compare our BSD learning algorithm with state-of-the-art abnormal event detection algorithms, i.e., SF [27], MPPCA [18], SF-MPPCA [22], Adam et al. [3], MDT [22], Sparse [1], and Lu13 [21]. Note that only the source code of Lu13 [21] is available to us, the remaining data are extracted from their published papers. Following the setting in [22], we report frame-level and pixel-level evaluations in Fig. 4. Abnormal frames are marked as positives.
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(a) Comparison on frame-level evaluation.

(b) Comparison on pixel-level evaluation.

Figure 4: Comparative ROC curves on frame-level 4(a) and pixel-level 4(b) evaluation with state-of-the-art methods on UCSD Ped1 dataset. Note that frame-level evaluation do not take the location of anomaly feature into considerations, therefore there is a chance of coincide, for example, a normal feature in an anomaly frame is wrongly detected as anomaly, which contributes to a high ROC score. More accurate detection evaluation is shown in Fig. 4(b). On frame-level evaluation, a frame is marked as a positive if at least one abnormal feature is found; while on pixel-level evaluation, stricter criterion is applied - a frame can only be marked as a correctly detected positive if at least 40% of truly abnormal features are reported. Frame-level evaluation has a risk of coincidence - if a normal feature in an abnormal frame is incorrectly detected as an anomaly, it still contributes to a higher AUC score. Due to this reason, pixel-level criterion is stricter but more accurate. Our BSD obtains a AUC of 56.17% on pixel-level evaluation, which achieves the best result (promoting AUC by 10% compared to the best score (46.1%) published so far [7]), yet has a satisfactory result on frame-level evaluation (AUC is 70.69%).

6 Conclusion

We proposed an unsupervised behavior-specific dictionary learning algorithm. Each dictionary contains atoms representing a particular normal behavior. By finding ‘missed atoms’, the dictionary is further improved to avoid high false alarms. As a result, all the dictionaries are combined as a frame to represent normal behaviors in the training data, and anomalies are detected based on their non zero distribution in coefficients and reconstruction error. The experiments proved the effectiveness of the proposed method, especially when the data available during the training is limited.
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